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Rabbi's Message
The month of November, falling, as it usually
does, between the High Holidays and
Chanukkah, is generally a quiet month at the
PJC. Most years, the only major event on our
calendar is the Pelham Interfaith
Thanksgiving Service, an opportunity for the
different houses of worship to come together,
to learn from one another, and to express our
gratitude for all that we enjoy in our lives.
This year, we are not able to gather, and so we created a video to share our
message and connect with the community. You can see my contribution to the
project below, a reflection on the place of gratitude in our tradition and the
ways in which is can be expressed. If you would like to watch the full Interfaith
Thanksgiving video, you can find it here:
Pelham Interfaith Thanksgiving Service
I wish you a Happy Thanksgiving, may we all have something to be grateful for
in the year to come, and may we recognize those blessings.

Alex

Director's Message
An attitude of gratitude: Hakarat Ha-Tov...
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ָ ש
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I am grateful to You, living and enduring Sovereign, for
restoring my soul to me in compassion. You are faithful
beyond measure. (Siddur Sim Shalom, Morning Prayers)

Judaism, coming from the biblical name Judah
(Yehudah), has its origins in an attitude of
gratitude. From the book of Genesis, we learn about the birth of Leah's fourth
son, whom she named Judah (Yehudah) to express her gratitude to G-d. In
Hebrew, the word Yehudah comes from the same root as the word todah,
thanks. Much later in the Bible, when the Kingdom of Judah became the
United Kingdom of Israel, we were all named after Judah (Yehudah) - the
“Yehudim” - the Jews - so in theory, our people’s name could also be
translated as “the grateful”.
In our daily prayers, there are multiple references to thanksgiving; our tradition
reminds us daily to live our days in a permanent state of gratitude. We are
constantly reminded to be humble and take stock of what we have - and not to
take anything for granted.
That attitude has been key to how Jews experience the world around them.
Especially in times of adversity, being able to value and be grateful for what we
have can certainly attest to our ability to face difficult times and persist. As we
face together as individuals, families, and communities, the painful reality of
the pandemic, and its consequences, an attitude of gratitude can be key to

avoid despair and endure.
Thankfulness is an attitude. Not only towards G-d, but maybe and more
importantly, to those around us who bring their share and support our
community so we may continue to be a source of inspiration, strength,
learning, and joy as we face together the challenges of our times.
There are so many people from the PJC community to whom we owe our
gratitude. Especially, the members of the Board, who at any time heed the call,
and especially now, during the pandemic, have been extremely kind, patient,
and attentive to the Learning Center’s needs. Rabbi Salzberg, David Haft,
Michael Teitelbaum, Marjut Herzog, Dan Kushnick, Darren Lee, Mitch Cepler,
Barbara Saunders- Adams, Liz Tzetzo, and many more, have extended their
support, time, and efforts to ensure that the children of our community are
learning in a safe, healthy and appropriate environment. Adam Bukowski,
Julia Coss, and each of our teachers: Jerusha Coltof, Sonia Levin,
Elise Goldenberg, Penina Weinberger, Amy Kessler, and Lori Weber have
done so much to keep and enhance the learning in the LC so all kids can learn
in a happy, safe, and secure manner. A special thanks- todah rabbah- to each
one!
I would like to give a special shout out to the future generation of our
community - our teens. Our madrichim, our teachers’ aides, who have stepped
up and offered their time by helping our younger students learn, being their
role models and their “older” siblings. Let me introduce them to you;
Rebecca Ploski, a Sophomore at New Rochelle HS, works with Morah Jerusha
Coltof in the Nitzanim-Gan (Pre K-K) class. Emma Almo, a Senior in Pelham
HS and Madison Cohen, a Junior, work with Morah Elise Goldenberg in Kitah
Alef (1st grade). Davi Schulman, a senior at New Rochelle HS and
Phoebe Schwarz, a 9th grader at Pelham HS, work withMorah Sonia Levin in
Kitah Bet-Gimmel (2nd-3rd grade). Sara Almo, a senior at Pelham HS and
Eliana Herzog, a Junior, both work with Morah Penina Weinberger in Kitah
Daled-Hei (4th-5th grade). All of them have been working as madrichot since
their Bat-Mitzvah. Needless to say, they were impacted by a generation of
older madrichim that came before them and set high standards of volunteerism
and hessed (kindness) so they could follow in their steps. Their involvement
and care for the welfare of our students is immensely appreciated.
Each one of these incredible teens volunteers and prioritizes their time to
come to the Learning Center in the afternoon and help our teachers with all
they need. In every academic year, their kindness is immensely appreciated.
This year, however, it is much, much more. Our teens are working amidst the
pandemic, an extremely challenging situation, while committing to support our

students learning. They help with technology, moving materials around, caring
for our children, keeping distance, wearing masks, and just being kind and
joyful with everything that they do.
We are extremely grateful for having them at the LC, in-person and online,
being role models, and passing on the torch of Judaism to our younger
generations. It goes without saying that behind each of these teens there are
also committed parents, who drive them over, wait for them, and schedule their
lives around their children’s commitment to volunteer for the LC. Thank you so
so much, from the bottom of our hearts! Todah Rabbah!
The word “madrich” (feminine- madrichah) means “leader” - or guide - one who
shows the way. And just by “showing up” these teens are already “showing the
way” - they are giving an example with their actions. By showing up, they are
declaring- Jewish Education matters, and it matters to them, and us. They are
also saying that Judaism means helping others, teaching young children, and
continuing to be engaged with the Jewish community after their Bar/Bat
Mitzvah. Our madrichot (plural of madrichah) are sending a powerful message
to our children and our community - this matters enough to us that we would
rather spend time here than doing anything else. Actions matter more than
words - and these teens are showing with their actions that Judaism is about
transmission and care. Especially in these hard times, we are all so lucky to
have them in our Learning Center.
Todah Rabbah Mikol Halev lamadrichot shelanu !
Thank you from all our heart to our young leaders!
Wishing all our families
A Happy, Safe and Healthy Thanksgiving,
Chag Hodayah Sameach

Ana

President's Message
On the COVID front, we are still managing with a huge amount of attention to
maintaining our basic services. Probably everything is taking twice as much
time to effect, but we are having ZOOM services and the Learning Center is
holding classes, both on the lawn and virtually. Hopefully, in about three
months or so with the forthcoming vaccine, life should return to normal, but not
all at once.
Progress is being made on our search for a new Rabbi. The Search Committee
has already spoken to eight candidates. Additional applicants are expected
from recent JTS graduates. Darren Lee, Search Committee Chair, will soon
present a report detailing the application process to the congregation. This will
give a fuller picture of what is being done.
I would like to urge all to join the ZOOM services on Friday evenings and
Shabbat mornings. They give us the opportunity to see our fellow congregants
and maintain our communal ties.

David

Thank you, Neco
The members of the Board of the PJC wish to express our sincere gratitude to

you, Neco Turkienicz, for the extraordinary work you performed in creating our
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur services. The experience was beautiful,
seamless and spiritually uplifting. We felt resigned to experiencing a distanced
and anemic High Holiday season, instead, we were lifted by the intimacy and
beauty that you infused into our services and walked away excited and
fulfilled.
There is little that we can do with words to express our happiness and gratitude
but the experience you crafted for us will live in our memories as a rare
moment of beauty.
With much thanks,
On behalf of the PJC Board of Director

David

A Message from the Executive VP
ZOOM Into PJC Services
I was one of those people who was avoiding ZOOM
services – Friday night, Saturday morning …it did
not matter. I was not going to do it.
As much as I desperately missed sharing the
davening of our blessed community, I did an
average of 20 Skype calls per week for work and
was certainly not going to volunteer to be on any
additional online experiences.
Also, I feared that doing ZOOM services would make me feel worse, i.e., that I
would see everyone in little boxes and miss you all even more. Then,
David Haft left town. David asked me to fulfill my role as EVP of the synagogue
and substitute for him in terms of our community announcements. How could I
say no?
I dutifully did online services for both Friday night and Saturday morning the
weekends he was away. At first, it felt odd and disembodied. This is not the
same, I thought. But, then, a breakthrough --- I began to see friends and I
found myself thrilled to see them.
On Friday nights, people I cared about came on and sang familiar songs and I

hummed along and smiled. Even better, for 10 minutes I was put in a separate
chat room with fellow congregants – the first week, Hildy and Steve Martin; the
second week Jon Kasper, Darren Lee and Joel Serebransky – and we got to
catch up with each other, to share how we are, to compare siblings and to
laugh. It really felt like old times – like being at the PJC in person.
On Saturday mornings, the Rabbi, Jack Klebanow and Roger Krulak lead a
rousing shacharit. The first Saturday I joined, Ana Turkienicz gave aD’Var
Torah on Noah that connected the story of the Ark to a beloved piece of
American culture – Somewhere Over the Rainbow, written by two Jewish
composers roughly at the time of Kristallnacht. On the second Saturday,
Rabbi Salzberg harkened back to a piece of Margaret Mead’s anthropology
in a discussion of what separated Abraham from his forebears and made him
the man chosen by God to carry forth our people. I felt both touched and
inspired by Ana’s and the Rabbi’s words, just as I had when at the PJC in
person. We sang musaf together. And, as usual, we finished with a rousing
Adon Olam led by Jeremy Schulman with a Scottish tune and then – last
Shabbat – by Joel Peck to America the Beautiful.
I was hooked. I sang and prayed. I saw people I know and love. I heard
inspiring words. It was not like being at the PJC, but it was good. It was
satisfying. I did indeed feel what I usually do on Shabbat – restored,
replenished, renewed.
Please give it a try – just one Shabbat – try us out…
“If happy little bluebirds fly beyond the rainbow, Why, oh Why can’t I..."

Andrea

A Message from the Editor of Hakol
Dear Friends,
I'm so excited about our November events.
Tonight we are beginning a monthly PJC Israeli
Movie Night and Discussion. The first film, The
Other Son, describes two families -- one Israeli
and one Palestinian -- whose sons are switched
in the hospital at birth. How their lives turn out
becomes a complex and revealing story.
According to Michael Dvorkin, our Social Action

Chair, the Midnight Run went smoothly.
Over 100 meals were distributed. In addition, some clothes were donated. The
men and women we served were very appreciative. Hope Community Services
in New Rochelle took all of the leftover food, and it will go to good use.
On November 29th at 9:00 a.m., author Matti Friedman will join the PJC Book
Group in a discussion of his latest book, Spies of No Country. The book follows
four Jews from Arab lands who spy for the defense forces of the nascent
Jewish state. See Book Notes in this HaKol for a more detailed discussion of
Matti's book.
Also, online Tuesday and Wednesday evenings is ScholarStream, a JTS
initiative sponsored for us by David & Jeanne Radvany, offering online lectures
by prominent Jewish Theological Seminary professors. After the Tuesday
evening lecture, there is a PJC discussion with Rabbi Salzberg. See our
Weekly Announcements for the selection of lectures offered. I'm looking
forward to Professor Amy Kalmanofsky's lecture on Jezebel.
Although we cannot get together in our sacred space, Jewish learning
continues virtually through ZOOM.

Barbara

A Message from the Membership Chair
Dear Friends,
The PJC has found creative ways to share, care and
connect over these frustrating months of COVID. On
Saturday, November 7, Matt Schwarz treated
families of the PJC to a night out at the movies. The
Schwarz family loaned their outdoor movie projector
for the screening of the comical animated movie,
Free Birds (voiced by Owen Wilson, Amy Poehler,
Woody Harrelson and George Takei, among
others). Families brought dinner along to eat as a
picnic on their own blankets, carefully spaced, but
together as a community.
Those attending were reminded of our fun PJC tradition ofHooked on
Havdalah, when families unite to eat together, have havdalah prayers and then
hang out with music and fun.

We started this event by ending Shabbat together with Havdalah, and then
enjoyed this story of turkeys traveling through time to get off the Thanksgiving
menu. Since many of our Thanksgiving celebrations will be untraditional this
year, it seemed appropriate and very Jewish, to laugh about creating
different traditions.
We look forward to the monthly online Movie Night & Discussion for adults, and
other beautiful opportunities of the PJC to gather together, whether in person
or on ZOOM.

Marjut

Book Notes November 2020
Spies of No
Country
Secret Lives At the Birth
of Israel

by Matti Friedman
Have you ever wondered how the Mossad got started?
Matti Friedman, journalist and author, takes us back to 1948 through the
recently opened archives of the "Arab Section", a spy network of Jews from
Arab lands. Spies of No Country describes the exploits of four Arabic speaking
Jews recruited by the Palmach forces to spy out Arab opposition to the nascent
Jewish state. These undercover agents, planted the seeds of Israel's famed
Mossad.
Friedman builds his story around four Jews from Arab nations: Gamliel Cohen,
Havakuk Cohen, Isaac Shoshan, and Yakuba Cohen. (None of the Cohens are
related) All four were native Arabic speakers. Yakuba grew up in Palestine,
Havakuk in Yemen, and Gamliel and Isaac in Syria. In present-day Israeli
parlance, they were Mizrahi. In the parlance of the Arab Section, they were not
spies but mista'arvim, a word Friedman often uses in its full English translation:
Ones Who Become Like Arabs. Ironically, these Mizrahi Jews who escaped
their undesirable existence in Arab countries had to return to their places of
origin and pretend they were Muslims.

Although "Spies of No Country is non-fiction, it reads like a mystery. The newly
opened archives on the period of the War of Independence reveal a host of
thought-provoking material interpreted for us by Friedman. The four young
spies sought to be accepted as Israeli after living on kibbutz and working for
the Palmach, the Jewish fighting force with its kibbutznik "whatever it takes"
attitude". These first spies for "The Land of Israel" came to realize that despite
their brave deeds, their dark skin and Middle Eastern upbringing marked them
as different from the majority of immigrants from Europe. Only in the "Arab
Section" could they serve the state with respect. The spies, familiar with the
mindset of the Middle East, knew that, "Israel's unwilling neighbors were never
going to accept this defeat (1948) by a minority in their own territory." As Israel
came into being, Jews who lived in Arab lands for centuries were summarily
expelled and forced to emigrate to Israel.
Today's Israel looks very different from Herzl's European dream. Half the
population is made up of Jews from Arab lands. Mizrahi culture is dominant.
According to Friedman, the biggest mistake the pioneers made was
condescending to the Jews of Arab nations and pushing them to the fringes of
society.
As Gamliel, the intellectual spy observes, Israel today looks more and more
like its Arab neighbors. The four spies, who traversed their own dangerous
region, have more to teach us about the complexity of modern Israel than do
the Zionist myths. They give us a window into the complicated identity of Israel
and the workings of Mossad.

Barbara

March To Remember Local
Civil Rights Worker
About 25-30 congregants from the PJC and the JPC (Church of Saints John,
Paul and Clement) in Mount Vernon marched on Friday, November 6th, to
remember Michael Schwerner, the Jewish Pelhamite who was murdered -along with James Chaney and Andrew Goodman -- in Philadelphia, Mississippi
on June 21,1964 while the three were trying to help register voters.
November 6th would have been Schwerner's 81st birthday. The JPC honors
Schwerner each year on this day. This year, the Reverend Sabune reached

out to Rabbi Salzberg suggesting that the two communities do an event
together. We met at the church, where an incredibly poised 4th grader from the
JPC gave a short talk about Mickey Schwerner. Then, we walked to the PJC,
where that same child repeated his comments for those who had joined along
the way.
Eleanor Dreyfus also recounted memories that some of her Pelham Memorial
High School classmates had shared with her about their classmate,
Mickey. The Rabbi spoke about the importance of recognizing that the lines
that divide us are far less important than those commonalities that we all share
as humans. We left the PJC vowing that this would not be the last time that we
would partner with the JPC, since it was such a lovely event.
Judy

Tikkun Olam Beach Clean Up
When we first arrived at Orchard Beach, there didn’t seem to be much
garbage. As we walked closer to the ocean, we were surprised to see how
much trash had been washed up by the sea. We filled three full trash bags of
garbage, and there was still much more to be picked up. It was a fun and
impactful way to see people from the PJC who we hadn’t seen since the lock
down.

Adina

Food for Thought
Sarah
The angel said to me, "Why are you laughing?
"Laughing not me. Who was laughing? I did not laugh. It was
A cough. I was coughing. Only hyenas laugh.
It was the cold I caught nine minutes after
Abraham married me: when I saw
How slender and beautiful, more and more
Slender and beautiful.
I was also
Clearing my throat; something inside of me
is continually telling me something
I do not wish to hear: A joke: A big joke:

But the joke is always just on me.
He said: you will have more children than the sky's stars
And the seashore's sands, if you wait patiently.
Wait: patiently: ninety years? You see
The joke's on me!"
-- Delmore Schwartz

Share a Simcha

"Share a Simcha" allows congregants to share their news with our PJC community.
Please submit news about family members -- engagements, births, job updates, kid
achievements, community acknowledgements and any other milestones -- to our
Communications Director, Barbara Saunders-Adams.
Mazel Tov to Mark Singer, on the occasion of his 70th Birthday

.

Mazel Tov to Morah Penina Weinberger, our LC teacher, on the birth of her first

grand daughter, Na'ava Michal
This will continue to be a regular HaKol feature, so keep your news and updates coming!

Tributes & Donations

Did you know you can make tributes and donations online? Click here to learn more.

Donations to the PJC from...
David & Sandra Anderson, in honor of Mark Singer's 70th Birthday
Martin & Meryl Druckerman, in honor of Roger Krulak & Catherine Levene, on the
birth of their daughter -- Julia
Martin & Meryl Druckerman, in honor of all those who worked to make our High

Holy Day services meaningful
Martin & Meryl Druckerman, in honor of Avinoam & Chavi Segal, for their warmth
and spirit
David & Jeanne Radvany, in memory of Todd Echelman's brother, Michael
Echelman
David & Jeanne Radvany, in memory of Todd Echelman's stepfather, William
Fleece
David & Jeanne Radvany, in support of the PJC's Adult Education program
Neil & Beth Yelsey, in memory of Todd Echelman's brother, Michael Echelman
Neil & Beth Yelsey, in memory of Todd Echelman's stepfather, William Fleece

Donations to the PJC's Rabbi's Discretionary Fund from...
Morris Stampfer, in memory of Todd Echelman's brother, Michael Echelman
Morris Stampfer, in memory of Todd Echelman's stepfather, William Fleece
At any time, if you wish to pay by check, please make it payable to " The Pelham Jewish
Center" and mail it to our bookkeeping firm at: The Pelham Jewish Center, P.O. Box 418,
Montvale, NJ 07645.
All donations to the Rabbi's Discretionary Fund, at any time throughout the year, should
be made payable to "The Pelham Jewish Center -- Rabbi's Discretionary Fund " and
mailed directly to Julia Coss at the PJC office.
Thank you!





